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What I work on 

3 

Example: 2 computers talking (RPC request) 

•  2065 individual invocations 

•  > 50 C-functions  

•  > 140 C++ classes 



Plan 

  Week 13 (now) General intro to Linux 

  Week 14: command line tools 

  Week 15: file, pipes, and more 

  Week 16: remote shell, X11 and remote connection 

  Week 17: networking tools 

  Weeks 18-25: C development on Linux (Utz) 
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References 

  References 

 The Linux Documentation Project 

http://tldp.org/ 

 An Introduction to Linux 

http://tldp.org/LDP/intro-linux/html/index.html  

  Beyond Linux 

 Signs of life from GNU Hurd 

http://lwn.net/Articles/452296/  



What is Linux? 

  An Operating System 

 Extremely versatile, from HPC to embedded systems 

 Comes in many varieties (‘distributions’, more on this) 

  An Open Source Project 

 ‘Free’ as in freedom 

 Source code available for free 

 But there is a ‘price’: 

any change must be redistributed for free 

 Encoded in a free licence: GPL (GNU Public License) 
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Why Linux? 

  Old beetle: easy to 

tinker and take apart 
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  New beetle: much 

less so 



(Very Short) History 

  UNIX: Bell-Labs 1969-… 

  GNU Project: 1983-… 

  Minix: 1987-… 

  Linux kernel: 

 1991 version 0.01 (10,239 Loc) 

 2011 version 3.2 (11,430,712 Loc) 

  Debian (Debra + Ian): 1993-… 

  Ubuntu: 2004-… 
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When Linux is not Linux 

  “Linux” => “Linux Kernel” or “Linux Distribution” 

 Originally only a kernel (Linus Torvald’s work) 

 Distribution: kernel + a lot more from other projects 

  Other projects involved 

 GNU, Gnome, KDE, Apache 

 Each distribution itself a project 
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kernel 
System libs 

System tools 

GUI (X11, Desktop, …) 



Distributions and Players 

  Two main package manager: 

 RPM (Red Hat, Fedora, Suse) and dpkg (debian, etc.) 
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Related Projects 

  Projects contributing to Linux distributions 

 GNU: gcc, glibc, gnumake, gawk, bash, … 

 Gnome (part of GNU): Gnome Desktop… 

 KDE: KDE Desktop, … 

 Apache: web server, Java sever libs 

 … 

  Alternative Open Source Unixes 

 GNU HURD 

 BSD family (OpenBSD, FreeBSD, NetBSD) 

 Darwin 

(the above = microkernels, Linux=  monolithic) 
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First Contact 
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Navigating in the console 

  ctr + E: end of line, ctr + A: beginning of line 

  ctr + L: clear console screen 

  whoami : under which account are you working 

  pwd : “print working directory”: where you are 

  cd : change directory. “..” is up, “-” is back, “.” is here. 

  ls : list files, “*” is a wildcard  

  rm: remove file (dangerous, no bin!) 

  mkdir: create a directory 

  rmdir: remove a directory 
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Organisation of the system 

  bin/ : essential binaries 

  boot/ : boot loader files 

  cdrom/ : access to cd rom when mounted 

  dev/ : essential system files and drivers 

  etc/ : configuration files 

  home/ : user folders 

  initrd.img@: liink to “initial ramdisk”, used at boot time 

  initrd.img.old@: previous initrd 

  lib/ : library files for binaries in bin/ and sbin/ 

  lost+found/ 
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Organisation of the system 

  media/ : generic mount point for  removable media 

  mnt/ : generic mount point for temporary file systems 

  opt/ : not uses much in Linux. Packages in other Unixes 

  proc/: pseudo file systems. Kernel stats. 

  root/: super-user home directory 

  run/: (new) transient run-state info (locks, etc.) 

  sbin/ : system binaries and system administration tools 

  selinux/ : (only used by SELinux) 
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Organisation of the system 

  srv/ : data for services (typically on server, e.g. www, cvs, …) 

  sys/ : Kernel, Firmware 

  tmp/ : temporary files 

  usr/ : “user” non-essential binaries 

  var/ : variable files (in particular logs in var/log/) 

  vmlinuz@: link to kernel, laumched at boot time 

  vmlinuz.old@: previous kernel 
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Launching a program (1) 
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Launching a program (2) 

  In the console 

 Type ‘gnomine’ 

 Then ‘which gnomine’ 
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Installing new software 

  With the Ubuntu software centre 
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Installing new software 

  Alternative 

 apt-get, apt-cache (command line, used by debian) 

 synaptic (graphical, used by debian) 

 compile from sources (!) 
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Expected Learning Outcomes 

  You should have gained some understanding of the 

history and origin of the Linux OS 

  You should be able to navigate within the file systems 

from a textual console 

  You should be able to recognise and explain the 

function of the principal directories of a UNIX system 

  You should be able to search and install new software 

on an Ubuntu distribution 
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References 

  Bash Guide for Beginners by Machtelt Garrels 

http://tldp.org/LDP/Bash-Beginners-Guide/html/

index.html  

  Advanced Bash-Scripting Guide by Mendel Cooper 

http://tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/index.html  

  Grep tutorial by Donovan Rebbechi 

http://www.panix.com/~elflord/unix/grep.html  
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Shell 

  The program that runs the console 

 Originally only way to interact with computers 

 Typically textual 

  In Unix many families of shells 

 sh (Bourne shell, the original), ksh, csh, tcsh, … 

 modern shells: bash (GNU), zsh 

  Many aspects can be customised 

 Type “man bash” in a console 



Built-in commands 

  Basic workings of the shell:  

 ‘command’ ‘options’ ‘args’ <return> 

 output 

  Commands:  either build-in or external 

 E.g. “gnomine” is an external command 

 Executes programs found in “ /usr/game/gnomine” 

  Important build-in commands 

 help (e.g. “help cd”) 

 cd (see last week) 

 echo: type a string out 

 export: set an environment variable (more on this later) 
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Useful shell shortcuts 

  We’ve already seen ctrl A, ctrl E and ctrl L 

  You can trigger auto-completion with TAB 

 e.g. “gnomi TAB” will give “gnomine” 

 in “ /home/scc150” “cd M TAB” gives “cd Music/” 

 if more than one completion, TAB TAB lists possibilities 

  You can navigate earlier command with  ↑ and ↓ 

  You can search back in earlier commands with ctrl R 
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Shell programming 

  Bash has its own full blown programming language 

  Variable 

 greeting=hello; echo $greeting 

  Loops 

  for i in joe mary francois 

     do echo $greeting $i 

  done 

  If statements 

  if [ $greetings = helloo ]; then echo hey; fi 

  … 

  Used in Linux itself, so good to know about 
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Command options and args 

  Options:  

 starts with a “-” (sometime “--”)  

 change default behaviour of command 

 e.g. “gnomine -h”, “ls -l” 

  Args 

 come after the options: input to the command 

 e.g. “mkdir my_new_directory” 
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Commands for viewing files 

  Viewing text files 

 cat: print the content of a file 

 head / tail: print beginning resp. end of file 

 less: scrolling viewer of file 

  Less has a number of shortcuts 

 ‘g’: jump to start 

 ‘G’: jump to end 

 ‘/’: search forward (regex) 

 ‘?’: search backward (regex) 

 f/b: page up or down (space also works for down) 

 These are also used by ‘man’ (manual command!) 
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Searching in files 

  grep (“global regular expression print”) 

 typical use “grep <somestring> <somefile(s)>” 

 print all lines where <somestring> occurs 

  Numerous options (see ‘man grep’ 

 -i ignore case 

 -c count occurrences 

 -v select lines where string does not occur 

  Goes beyond mere string 

 can work with expression, known as regular expressions 

(more on this later) 
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Examples 

  Searching for ‘learning’ in all text files of my 

‘Documents’ directory 

grep -i learning Documents/*.txt 

  Counting the number of times ‘France’ appears in 

Frankenstein 

grep -c France Documents/pg84.txt 
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Searching for files 

  which 

 print location of executable 

  find <directory> -name “<somename>” 

 look recursively for a file 

 <somename> can contain wildcards 

 e.g. find . -name "*.txt" 
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Putting it all together 

  A shell script 
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 #!/bin/sh	
echo "Hello $USER. How are you?”	
echo	
TEXT_FILES=`find . -name "*.txt"`	
for i in $TEXT_FILES	
  do	
    echo "*** Looking for 'learning' in file $i ***”	
    grep "learning" $i	
    echo	
done  

 Put script in file ‘ my_first_shell_script.sh’ 

 Change permission to executable (chmod –x) 

 Run as ‘./my_first_shell_script.sh’  



Intended learning outcomes 

  You should understand what a shell is, and its basic 

workings. 

  You should be able to explain how a text file can be 

viewed in a unix shell console using various 

commands 

  You should be able to search for strings in text files 

using grep. 

  You should be able to search for file using find. 

  You should understand the notion of a shell script and 

be able to analyse the working of a basic shell scripts. 
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References 

  Unix Tutorial 5 

 http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Teaching/Unix/unix5.html 

  UNIX Tutorial 13. Controlling processes   

 http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~kevin/unix-tutorial/

section13.html  

  For a sneak previous at your Part II OS Course 

 Operating System Concepts, Silberschatz, Gagne, 

Galvin (in the library) 
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Users 

  Unix (hence Linux): multi-user from the start 

 Windows and MacOS have since then caught up 

  “Everything” belongs to a user on Linux 

 files (hence programs, sockets, directory, devices…) 

 processes (more on this) 

  One user to rule them all: “root” 

 powerful, but dangerous 

 disabled by default on ubuntu 

(use sudo instead) 

  users organised in groups 

 e.g. “$ groups ubuntu” 
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It is a crowded world 

  35 users on your install already 

 extract from the list (tail /etc/passwd) 

  Wants to know format of passwd file? 

 man -k passwd (to find correct section) 

 man -s7 passwd (to query section 7 of manual) 
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kernoops:x:108:65534:Kernel Oops Tracking Daemon,,,:/:/bin/false	
pulse:x:109:119:PulseAudio daemon,,,:/var/run/pulse:/bin/false	
rtkit:x:110:122:RealtimeKit,,,:/proc:/bin/false	
speech-dispatcher:x:111:29:Speech Dispatcher,,,:/var/run/speech-
dispatcher:/bin/sh	
hplip:x:112:7:HPLIP system user,,,:/var/run/hplip:/bin/false	
saned:x:113:123::/home/saned:/bin/false	
ubuntu:x:1000:1000:ubuntu,,,:/home/ubuntu:/bin/bash	
vboxadd:x:999:1::/var/run/vboxadd:/bin/false	
scc150:x:1001:1002:scc150,,,:/home/scc150:/bin/bash	



Files, users, and rights 

  ls -l tells you who can do what: 
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 ‘r’ : read, ‘w’ : write, ‘x’ : execute 

 for main owner (scc150), group (scc150), and the rest 

  changed with chmod 

 e.g. chmod +x, chmod u+r-w,g-x 

  change of ownership: chown (only root can do this) 



Becoming somebody else 

  command ‘su’: superuser 

 need the superuser’s password 

 won’t work on ubuntu 

  su -l someuser 

 need someuser’s password. Works with ‘ubuntu’ user 

  How do we do root-only operations then? 

 with ‘sudo’, only allowed for some users 

 on your install: scc150 cannot sudo, ubuntu can 
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Example 

  Log-in as SCC150 

  cat /etc/sudoers: permission denied 

  sudo head /etc/sudoers: permission denied, reported 

  su -l ubuntu: become ubuntu 

 cat /etc/sudoers: permission still denied 

  sudo head /etc/sudoers: works 

  sudoer files contains configuration for sudo 

  admin group can do sudo with all commands 

 and ubuntu part of it 
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Processes 

  A Process = A program under execution 

 program = recipe, process = cook executing recipe 

 process are born when they start executing a  

program & die when they reach the end of it 

  Processes are created by the OS 

 when asked by other processes (except process 0) 

 in UNIX systems: fork() system call 

 directly accessible in a C program 

 in Java: indirect API: Runtime.exec(..) 

  Processes have their own address space 

 cannot corrupt the address space of other processes 



Know thy processes! 

  ps 

 list processes, by default only those associated with shell 

 2 families of options (not compatible): BSD and UNIX 

 useful options: -A -U -l (UNIX), a x u (BSD) 

  jobs (built-in) 

 list processes associated with shell (aka ‘terminal’) 

 also have a job number 

 important for long running processes: cf. disown 

  top 

 “real time” CPU and mem consumption 
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Control thy processes! 

  On a shell: 

 shell unresponsive when program starts 

  Reason: 1 terminal =  1 processes controlling input (stdin) 

  the shell (bash, zsh, etc.) when entering commands 

 the running program otherwise 

  Possible to pause or stop running proc from shell 

 pause: crtl Z 

 stop: crtl C 

  Once paused: possible to resume (use job ID if several) 

 fg: in foreground (resume control of stdin) 

 bg: in background (stdin remains with shell) 
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Example 

  in the console 

 start ‘gnomine’ (or some other game), play a little bit 

 type random characters in the terminal -> no response 

 ctrl Z in the terminal -> shell is back, gnomine frozen 

 start ‘gnomine’ again: 2 gnomine windows! 

 crtl Z again 

 ‘jobs’ two jobs listed, fg / bg on one of them unfreeze it 

 crtl C kills gnomine if running in the foreground 

  How to start a process in the background directly? 

 just add ‘&’: ‘gnomine &’ 
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Licence to Kill 

  ctrl + C: most basic of all killings 

  console command 

 kill (executable & built-in -> can use process id) 

 killall + program name 

  You can only kill what you own (except if you are root) 
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ubuntu@ubuntu-VirtualBox:~$ ps -Uscc150 | tail -4	
 1787 ?        00:00:00 deja-dup-monito	
 1909 pts/0    00:00:00 gnomine	
 1910 pts/0    00:00:00 gnomine	
 2162 pts/0    00:00:00 less	
ubuntu@ubuntu-VirtualBox:~$ kill 1909	
-su: kill: (1909) - Operation not permitted	
ubuntu@ubuntu-VirtualBox:~$ 	



Many ways to kill 

  kill sends SIGTERM signal by default 

 programs can decide to ignore it 

  2 signals cannot be ignored: 

 SIGKILL (9) and SIGSTOP (17) 
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 No    Name         Default Action      Description	
 1     SIGHUP       terminate process   terminal line hangup	
 2     SIGINT       terminate process   interrupt program	
 3     SIGQUIT      create core image   quit program	
 4     SIGILL       create core image   illegal instruction	
 8     SIGFPE       create core image   floating-point exception	
 9     SIGKILL      terminate process   kill program	
 15    SIGTERM      terminate process   software termination sig.	
 17    SIGSTOP      stop process         stop	



A hard-die nut of a program 
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Intended Learning Outcomes 

  At the end of this session you should 

 Have an understanding of users and processes in Linux 

and unix in general 

 Be able to list and identify some of the key commands 

needed to manage both users and processes in a Linux 

environment 

 In particular you should understand how to interrupt, 

pause, restart, and background processes in a console 

 Have some high-level understand of the notion of 

signals, and how they relates to the lifecycle of 

processes 
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References 

  Chap. 20 of the advanced bash-scripting guide “I/O 

Redirection” 

 http://tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/io-redirection.html  
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What’s in a file 

  A file is something you can: 

 open (possibly creating it if it did not exist) 

 write to 

 read from 

 close (important!) 

  This applies to 

 data on a hard disk (programs, text, video, etc.) 

 the kernel’s state (read-only) 

 input devices: keyboard, mouse (read-only) 

 the display (write-only) 

 network connection 
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From files to streams 

  Once open, a files provides a stream = sequence of 

bytes 

 input stream if for reading 

 output stream if for writing 

 i/o stream if for both 

  On Unix, each process inherits some default streams 

 stdin: standard input stream (default: keyboard) 

 stdout: standard output stream (default: terminal) 

 stderr: standard error stream (default: terminal) 
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Stdin, Stdout, Stderr 
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my_first_command.c 
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reading from stdin 

(keyboard by default) 

writing to stdout 

(terminal by default) 

warning: simplified, not fail proof!  



my_first_command 

  notes 

 name of executable specified in gcc (-o) 

 only reads 1 line and terminates 
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$ gcc my_first_command.c -o my_first_command	
$ ./my_first_command	
Linux is great	
taerg si xuniL	
$	



I/O Redirection 

  standard streams can be redirected with |, <, and > 

  cmd1 | cmd2 redirects stdout of cmd1 to stdin of cmd2 

 cmd1 and cmd2 = executables or built-ins commands 

  cmd1 < file1 redirects content of file1 to stdin of cmd1 

  cmd1 > file2 redirects stdout of cmd1 to file2 

  Can be combined 

 cmd1 < file1 > file2 

 cmd1 < file1 | cmd2 > file3 

 cmd1 | cmd2 | cmd3 
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Stdin/out/err Redirection 
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Examples 
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$ ./my_first_command < ~/Documents/pg84.txt 	
yellehS )niwdoG( tfarcenotslloW yraM yb ,nietsneknarF 
s'grebnetuG tcejorP	

$ ./my_first_command > result.txt	
What a cool program	
$ cat result.txt 	
margorp looc a tahW	

$ ls -l *.c | ./my_first_command	
c.dnammoc_tsrif_ym 21:22 11-20-2102 816 fsxobv toor 1 
---xwrxwr-	



Can get quite complex 

  sed 's/[;".,: !?-]/\n/g' pg84.txt | \ 

sort -f | uniq -c | sort –nrk1 | less	

 return distribution of words in pg84.txt (Frankenstein) 

 ‘\’ at the end: multi-line command 

 sed command: replaces any of ;".,: !?- with a newline (\n) 

 second sort use first key (k1), and reverse numeric order 
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 12149 	
   3633 the	
   2762 and	
   2596 I	
   2531 of	
   2173 	
   1990 to	
   1449 my	



What about stderr? 

  redirecting stderr  must use file descriptor number 

 2 for stderr, 1 for stdout, 0 for stdin 

 syntax: 2> (to file) or 2>&1 (merging stderr into sdtout) 
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$ ls doesnotexist > result.txt	
ls: cannot access doesnotexist: No such file or directory	

$ ls doesnotexist > result.txt 2> error.txt	
$ cat error.txt	
ls: cannot access doesnotexist: No such file or directory	

$ ls doesnotexist 2>&1 | ./my_first_command	
yrotcerid ro elif hcus oN :tsixetonseod ssecca tonnac :sl	



Special files 

  Much more than data 

 some directory/file provides direct access to system info 

 e.g. /dev/input/event4: mouse events (on vbox ubuntu) 

  e.g. /proc/<num>  info on PID <num>  

  /proc/bus/input/devices: info all input devices 
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$ cat /proc/cpuinfo | head	
processor 	: 0	
vendor_id 	: GenuineIntel	
cpu family 	: 6	
model 	 	: 23	
model name 	: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU     T8300  @ 2.40GHz	
stepping 	: 6	
cpu MHz 	 	: 1460.624	
cache size 	: 6144 KB	
physical id 	: 0	
siblings 	: 2	



Drives in Linux 

  Windows: C:, D:, …, H: 

  Linux (Unix): no drive 

 one tree to rule them all 

 external / additional drives “mounted” in tree directory 

  For instance: 

 doing ‘mount’ gives you current mapping 
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$ mount	
/dev/sda1 on / type ext4 (rw,errors=remount-ro,commit=0)	
proc on /proc type proc (rw,noexec,nosuid,nodev)	
sysfs on /sys type sysfs (rw,noexec,nosuid,nodev)	
...	
win_h on /media/sf_win_h type vboxsf (rw,gid=1001)	



Interpreting mount output 

  /dev/sda1: 

 first partition (1) of first SCSI drive (sda) 

 note the /dev/ directory: all devices mapped there 

(remember . /dev/input/event4) 

  proc, sysfs 

 “illusion” of file systems provided by kernel (no HD) 

  vboxsf: file system provided by virtual box 

 for external directories (in your case H:) 
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mount can also mount 

  mount with no args  info, but not primary purpose 

  sudo umount /media/sf_win_h 

 will umount your H: drive 

  sudo mount -t vboxsf -o uid=1000,gid=1000 win_h \ 

/media/sf_win_h 

 will mount it back 

  most umount / mount operations reserved to root 

  default mount points specified in /etc/fstab   
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Expected learning outcomes 

  You should be able to explain the role and principles 

of stdin, stdout, stderr in Linux/Unix 

  You should be able to explain how I/O redirection 

works on a Unix terminal, and the syntax to be used 

  You should have some understanding of the types of 

special files that can be found in a Unix file systems 

  You should be able to explain the principles of the 

mount mechanism in a Linux filesystem 
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References 

  The Debian GNU/Linux FAQ, by Kamaraju 

Kusumanchi,  

Chapter 8 - The Debian package management tools 
http://www.debian.org/doc/manuals/debian-faq/ch-pkgtools.en.htm 

 Chapter 7 - Basics of the Debian package 

management system 
http://www.debian.org/doc/manuals/debian-faq/ch-pkg_basics.html  

  Debian Reference, by Osamu Aoki (2012), 

Chapter 2. Debian package management 
http://www.debian.org/doc/manuals/debian-reference/ch02.en.html  
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“Installing” your own software 

  First you need an executable 

 e.g. a shell script 

 remember to start it with a shebang aka #!/bin/sh 

  You need a location 

 either system global, e.g. /usr/bin (for all users) 

 or local to your home dir (if only for you) 

  Execution 

 if nothing more: always need to provide path 

 can be tedious 
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Enters $PATH 

  An environment variable 

 access as a normal shell variable (see week 14) 

 but also exists outside the shell 

 many other env. variable: type “export” to see them all 

  Set to a default value by system 

  echo $PATH 

 /usr/lib/lightdm/lightdm:/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/

sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin:/usr/games 

  Looked at when launching a command, or with which 
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Example 

  Create a bash script call my_ls 

 don’t forget chmod +X to make executable 

  Compare ./my_ls and my_ls as a command 

 my_ls does not work 

  Create a BIN directory in your home folder 

 move my_ls there. Invoking my_ls still does not work 

  add your ~/bin directory to $PATH 

 be sure to keep old value of $PATH and to use export 

  export PATH=~/BIN:$PATH 

  my_ls now works from anywhere 

 “which my_ls” locates it 
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Dangers in the wrong $PATH 

  A wrongly set $PATH can make a system unusable 

 $PATH not only used by shells, but by many scripts and 

programming environments 

  Example 

 in ~/BIN create a symbolic link called “ls” to my_ls 

  ln -s ./my_ls ls 

 Try calling ls 

 Try calling which ls, then which -a ls 

  Important if several version of same executables 

 e.g. interpreters: perl, perl 5.12.4, java, ruby 
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Installing Software 

  We have seen the Ubuntu Sofware center (week 13) 

  More in-depth view: synaptic (graphical) 

  Even more in-depth: APT suite 

  Advanced Package Tool 

 man apt 

  Two main commands 

 apt-cache (manipulate package catalog: search, etc.) 

 apt-get (install, uninstall, upgrade, …) 
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apt-cache 

  Ubuntu install  local catalog of available packages 

 apt-get command line tool to interact with it 

  apt-cache search xgalaga 

 search all packages related to xgalaga 

  apt-cache show xgalaga 

 package record 

  apt-cache showpkg xgalaga 

 more extensive info 

  apt-cache depends, rdepends 

 navigate dependency graph 
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apt-get 

  apt-cache: observe, read. apt-get: manipulate, write 

  apt-get update 

 updates local catalog information 

 packages continuously pactched and extended 

  apt-get upgrade 

 upgrade all packages to newer version 

 takes care of dependencies 

 if big changes, can break things 

  apt-get install <xxx> 

 install one packages 

 installing any required dependencies along the way 
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apt-get (cont) 

  apt-get remove 

 reverse of install, but does not remove dependencies 

 keep config files (typically in /etc/) 

  apt-get purge 

 get read of configuration files 

  apt-get autoremove 

 remove no longer needed dependencies 

  Note 

 apt-get capable of updating running programs! 

 useful for running daemons (background services) 

no need for restart 
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More advanced tools 

  APT layer on top of dpkg tools 

 some low level actions require direct use of dpkg tools 

 e.g. creating your own packages (yes you can) 

  Example 

 dpkg --listfiles xgalaga: listing content of a package 

 dpkg --search gcc: look for packages providing gcc 

 dlocate -S gcc: same, faster, requires dlocate 
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On Packages 

  In a Linux distro, everything comes from a package 

 the kernel does: apt-cache search "kernel image” 

 gcc does: dpkg --search  /usr/bin/gcc 

 the graphical interface does (unity, etc.) 

  Possible to tailor-create your own distribution 

 e.g. if you don’t want any GUI  much smaller size 

 if you don’t want development tools 

  Makes all maintenance operation uniform 

 and scriptable 

 no need to click through install windows 
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What happens when installing 

  package file looked up in /var/cache/apt/archives 

 if no present downloaded 

  e.g.  ls /var/cache/apt/archives 

 lists all debian packages downloaded by apt-get 

 end with .deb 

  .deb packages are essentially archive files 

 inside: scripts and binaries 

 during install: unpack in temp dir, and scripts executed 

 can be unpacked using dpkg -x <…> 

 files moved to their location (/usr/games, /etc/ …) 

 dpkg keeps track of what is where (for removal) 
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Where do packages come from? 

  From people like you and me 

 some volunteer, some paid by their employer 

  E.g.: http://packages.debian.org/squeeze/xgalaga 
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Insights into QA process 

  e.g. 

http://qa.debian.org/developer.php?login=pabs

%40debian.org  
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Intended learning outcomes 

  You should understand the role of the $PATH 

environment variable, and know how to modify it. 

  You should be able to explain the role and nature of 

packages in a linux distribution, and the typical 

operations that package management tools provide. 

  You should know the commands involved in simple 

package management tasks such as search, installing, 

and removing on a debian-derived distribution such as 

Ubuntu. 

  You should have some understanding on the 

provenance of packages. 
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References 

  Regular Expressions In grep 

 http://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/grep-regular-expressions/ 

  Advanced Bash-Scripting Guide: Chapter 18. 

Regular Expressions 

 http://tldp.org/LDP/abs/html/regexp.html 

  man -s7 regex (Ubuntu) 

  man re_format (OS X) 

  The GNU Awk User's Guide 

 http://www.gnu.org/software/gawk/manual/gawk.html 
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Globbing 

  Shells (and bash) use pattern matching 

 on their command line 

 to “expand” the files passed as arguments 

  Known as “filename expansion” or “globbing” 

 much more limited that regular expressions 

 reuse some characters, but different meaning (*, ?) 

  Globbing operators 

 *: any string (but not files starting with a dot) 

 ?: any character 

 []: a range 

 ".." and '..' prevent globbling 
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Globbing: Example 

  ls * 

 list all files not starting with a dot 

 note the expansion is done by bash, not by ‘ls’ 

  gzip [ac]*.log 

 compress any file starting by a or c and ending with .log 

  rm exp?.txt 

 remove all text files starting with exp followed by 1 char 

  ls "*" 

 list the file whose name is * 
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More on Shell Expansion 

  Shells also expand variables on the command line 

 e.g. ls $HOME 

  ".." prevents globbing but not variable expansion 

  '..' prevents both globbing and variable expansion 

  Compare 

 ls $HOME/* 

 ls “$HOME/*” 

 ls '$HOME/*' 
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Regular expressions? 

  Same idea as globbing, but much more powerful 

  Not limited to shell command line 

  Used in many unix tools and commands 

 grep 

 sed 

 awk 

  But also key in scripting and web languages 

 perl 

 PHP 

 ruby 

 (and bash) 
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Regex variants 

  Regular expressions come in several flavours 

 old regex ("basic regex") 

 modern regex ("extended regex") 

 many flavours depending on scripting language 

  Some tools can do both, others only one 

 e.g. grep using -E or sed with -r for modern regex 

 ruby only follows the new one (or mostly) 

  In the following: modern Regex 
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Regex operators 

  Matching characters 

 .  any character 

 [ ]  set of characters, can use [x-z] for range 

 [^ ]  any other character (can use [^x-z] as well) 

 use \ to "escape" ., [, and ] and match actual character 

  Examples 

 grep -E "[aeiou]": lines containing at least one vowel 

 grep -E "[^aeiou]": lines containing at least a non-vowel 

 grep -E "." : lines containing at least one character  
 grep -E "....." : lines containing at least 5 characters 

  (don't forget quotes to prevent globbling!) 
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Regex operators (cont.) 

  Repeating sequences 

 ( ) : group a pattern together 

 X*: zero, one, or more times X 

 X+, one or more times X 

 X{n,m}: a least n, and no more than m times X 

  Example 

 a*b: matches b, ab, aab, aaab, etc. 

 (ac)*b: matches b, acb, acacb, etc. 

 a{1,2}b+: matches ab, aab, abb, but not aaab 

  Quiz 

 will grep -E "piz{1,2}" match the line "pizzza" ? 
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Regex boundaries 

  Lines and words 

 ^: beginning of line 

 $: end of line 

 \< and \> : beginning, end of word (GNU regex) 

  Example 

 ^free: matches lines starting with free 

 <\free\>: matches free, but not freedom 

 free\>: match words ending with free 
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Regex in scripting language 

  Often separated by / / 

  Uses =~ or ~ to match a string against a regex 

  For instance: awk 

  awk '$2~/^S/' student-list.txt  

 print all students whose family name starts by S 

F. Taiani 11 



More on awk 

  Invented by Aho, Weinberger, & Kernighan at Bell Labs 

 the same place as Unix (not a coincidence) 

 (BTW Bell Labs also birthing place of C, C++) 

 in the 70's 

  Line editor a bit like grep, but 

 works with fields: $0 = whole line, $1 first field, $2 second.. 

 by default: fields assumed separated by blanks 

 full-fledge programming language 

 many implementation (gawk, mawk, ..) 

  General form 

 awk 'condition { commands }' (both optional) 
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Refining our example 

  awk '$2~/^S/ {print $1}' student-list.txt 

 prints the first name of students whose family name start 

with an S 

  awk '{count[substr($2,1,1)]++} 

END{ 

  for(i in count) 

    print i," : ", count[i] 

}' student-list.txt 

 what does this do? 
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Expected learning outcome 

  You should be able to explain the differences between 

globbing and regular expressions. 

  You should be able to discuss the globbing operator, 

and analyse globbing expressions. 

  You should be able to provide an overview of regex 

operators, and analyse simple regex expressions 

  You should be able to quote tools that use regular 

expressions, and understand the effect of simple 

examples. 

  You should be able to describe the workings of awk. 
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References 

  Getting started with SSH 

 http://kimmo.suominen.com/docs/ssh/  

  X Over SSH2 - A Tutorial 

 http://www.vanemery.com/Linux/XoverSSH/X-over-

SSH2.html  

  A Brief intro to X11 Programming 

 http://math.msu.su/~vvb/2course/Borisenko/

CppProjects/GWindow/xintro.html  

  Guide to X11 

 http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Guide_to_X11  
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SSH 

  1995, Tatu Ylönen, Helsinki University of Technology 

 to prevent plain-text password sniffing with old rsh 

  Ylönen's implementation 

  first Open Source, then increasingly proprietary 

 prompted alternative implementations. e.g. OpenSSH 

  Ylönen's company still around and active 

 http://www.ssh.com/  
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SSH 

  SSH = secure shell 

 network protocol (i.e. standard, with reference implem) 

 for secure remote connection (encrypted) 

 by default connection textual (remote shell) 

  Several implementations 

 OpenSSH (http://www.openssh.com/) 

 Putty (client-only windows) 

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/) 

  Two pieces to SSH 

 ssh client (to make connections) 

 ssh server (aka daemon): sshd to receive them 
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SSH 

  Goal: Two-way authentication + encryption 

 each server a pair of cryptographic keys: their "ID" 

 SSH will complain if this server key change 

 more secure techniques possible (certificates, DNS) 

  user can authenticate via various methods 

 default username / password: not the best 

 cryptographic keys (ssh-keygen): much better 

(but important to protect private key with password) 

 connection to higher systems (PAM, Kerberos) 

  Tagline: very flexible and adaptable 
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SSH 

  Basic working 

 ssh <username>@<machine> 

 or ssh <machine> if username is same every where 

  Examples 

F. Taiani 6 

scc150@ubuntu-VirtualBox:~$ ssh taiani@unix.lancaster.ac.uk	
ssh: Could not resolve hostname unix.lancaster.ac.uk: Name or service not known	
scc150@ubuntu-VirtualBox:~$ ssh taiani@unix.lancs.ac.uk	
The authenticity of host 'unix.lancs.ac.uk (148.88.25.45)' can't be established.	
RSA key fingerprint is 3e:c5:87:5c:e9:07:93:05:00:76:f8:9b:9d:7b:c9:47.	
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes	
Warning: Permanently added 'unix.lancs.ac.uk,148.88.25.45' (RSA) to the list of known 
hosts.	
Password: 	
Last login: Thu Feb 23 22:40:11 2012 from issw-f864.vpn.l	
Over disk quota on /home/unix, time limit has expired, remove 136K	
+=============================================================================+	
|                            You have connected to                            |	
|                    the Interactive UNIX Service (IUS) at                    |	
|                         The University of Lancaster                         |	
+=============================================================================+	



SSH – more advanced 

  Executing remote command: 

  ssh taiani@unix.lancs.ac.uk uname -a 

  Forwarding ports / services 

 ssh -vvv -L 4000:smtp.lancs.ac.uk:25 

inc016000004.lancs.ac.uk 

 ssh -vvv -L 4600:localhost:5900 

inc016000004.lancs.ac.uk 
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Physical Protection … 

  from http://xkcd.com/538/  
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X11 

  A protocol standard for graphical display 

 how to draw GUI on a screen 

  Designed to allow "remote" execution 

 program on one machine (application server) 

 GUI on another (application client) 

  Start: mid 80s at MIT 

 gave remote desk-toping with technology of the time 

 many iterations, many deployment 

 but still around today: in almost any Linux GUI 
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X11 - Workings 

  Two roles for processes: 

 X server process: displays on screen 

 X client process: any process wanting to do GUI actions 

  X server also handles keyboard, mouse 

F. Taiani 10 

screen 

X server 

App1 App2 



Windows Server, Dock, etc. 

  X server alone very limited in terms of GUI 

 just a canva to draw on 

  need widget libraries (buttons, lists, etc.) 

 Motif (oldest-not really used any more) 

 e.g. QT (http://qt.nokia.com/products/  

 or gtk+ (http://www.gtk.org/) 

  Need a windows manager 

 many of them: metacity, icewm, Enlightenment, flwm 

  Need a desktop environment (although can do w/o) 

 Gnome (gtk+), KDE (qt) 
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Window Manager 

  Experiment 

 unity desktop runs on metacity (GNOME default WM) 

 type killall metacity 

  Window manager in charge of 

 window decoration 

 minimizing, maximizing windows 

 moving windows around 

  Can use another one 

 e.g. flwm 

 note all elements of desktop are in fact windows!! 
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killall metacity 
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flwm 
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Desktop Environment 

  Special processes providing 

 launcher: unity-2d-launcher 

 panel: unity-2d-panel 

  panel-services: unity-panel-service 

 nautilus (Desktop): gnome file browser 

  Above specific to Unity (Ubuntu's Desktop) 

 GNOME, KDE, would be different, but still Linux 

 highly cutomisable, in particular for low-end machines 
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Remote X11 Connection 

  Old way: xhost 

 highly insecure, do not use 

  Recommended method: ssh X11 forwarding 

 sshd_config (server) & ssh_config (client) to be adapted 

 X11Forwarding yes on server 

 ForwardX11 yes on client 

 -X option 

  E.g. ssh -X ftaiani@10.0.2.2 
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Example 
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Vocabulary 

  Server Machine: 

 remote machine, runs the application 

 the application acts as the X11 client (confusing!) 

  Client machine 

 local machine, act as the application's client 

 but runs the X11 server (very confusing!) 

  Reason: client and server role relative to service 

 application service usually the focus 

 but role reversed for "display" service 

  More on client / server (and security) in Dist. Sys. course 

(3rd year) 
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Intended Learning Outcome 

  You should be able to explain how ssh works and 

which service it provides. 

  You should be able to list some of the authentication 

methods provided by ssh, and discuss their relative 

merits. 

  You should be able to present the main ways of using 

ssh. 

  You should understand the main principles underlying 

the X11 protocols. 

  You should understand how X11 can use ssh to 

provide a secure remote connection 

F. Taiani 19 
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Stop - Start - Continue 

 Please write on a piece of postscript 

 What you don't like and  

would like to stop 

 What you like and would  

like to continue 

 What you would like to start 

  I'll collect them at the end of the lecture 
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First: Where are we? 

  Week 13: Intro to Linux 

 related project, console, general file organisation 

  Week 14: Unix Shell (a), Programs and Users (b) 

 less, grep, which, find, chmod, su, sudo, ps, top, kill 

  Week 15: File & Redirect (a), Installing & Packages (b) 

 stdin, stdout, sdterr, >, <, |, PATH, apt-get, apt-cache 

  Week 16: Pattern Matching (a), Remote shell + X11 (b) 

 globbing, regex, ssh, X11, X Forwarding 

  Week 17: Networking (intro) (a), Networking Tools (b) 

 TCP/IP, DNS, tcpdump, host, whois, netstat 
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First: The road so far 

  Week 13: Intro to Linux 

 related project, console, general file organisation 

  Week 14: Unix Shell (a), Programs and Users (b) 

 less, grep, which, find, chmod, su, sudo, ps, top, kill 

  Week 15: File & Redirect (a), Installing & Packages (b) 

 stdin, stdout, sdterr, >, <, |, PATH, apt-get, apt-cache 

  Week 16: Pattern Matching (a), Remote shell + X11 (b) 

 globbing, regex, ssh, X11, X Forwarding 

  Week 17: Networking (intro) (a), Networking Tools (b) 

 TCP/IP, DNS, tcpdump, host, whois, netstat 
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Where are we going? 

  Week 18: Introduction to gdb (gnu debugger) (Utz) 

 link between C and Linux 

  Week 19: linkers and loaders on Linux (Francois) 

 link between C and assembly 

  Week 20: advanced compilation (Francois) 

 make, make-config, configure 

  Summer term (Utz) 

 advanced gdb 
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Why all this? 

  "I can't make sense of all this jumble." 

 one week how to save files the next how to count words  

  "We keep jumping from one topic to the next." 

 one day a space shooter, the next cryptography 

  "You never know what is going to come next." 

  That's all true 

 working knowledge of Linux/Unix over 5 weeks 

 a large number of topics only scratched upon 
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Putting the pieces together 
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Hardware 

OS (Linux) 

scripting 

(bash, grep, 

sed, …) 



Putting the pieces together 
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Hardware 

OS (Linux) 

programs 

(top, ps, kill, job …) 

scripting 



Putting the pieces together 
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Hardware 

OS (Linux) 

programs 

users 

(su, sudo, chmod, …) 
scripting 



Putting the pieces together 
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Hardware 

OS (Linux) 

programs 

scripting 

saving, loading 

(files, stdin, 

stdout, 
redirection, …) 

users 



Putting the pieces together 
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Hardware 

OS (Linux) 

programs 

scripting 

saving, loading 

users 

tweaking 

(installing, X11, …) 



Putting the pieces together 
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Hardware 

OS (Linux) 

programs 

scripting 

saving, loading 

users 

tweaking 

(installing, X11, …) 

power-

scripting 

(regex) 



Putting the pieces together 
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Hardware 

OS (Linux) 

Hardware 

OS (Linux) 

remote interaction 

ssh, X11 forwarding, networking 



Bedtime reading 

  If you love the course 

 "In the Beginning was the Command Line" 

 available at Amazon, but also for free on-line 

http://www.cryptonomicon.com/beginning.html 

  If you hate the course, and Unix in general 

 you are no alone! 

 "The UNIX- HATERS Handbook" 

 (now out of print – but used versions available) 

 http://simson.net/ref/ugh.pdf  
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Today 

  Before we look at networking on Linux, we must cover 

 … the network 

  One of the most pervasive medium today: the web 

 originated start 90's at CERN (Switzerland) 

 Tim Berners-Lee 

 followed by major developments: browser, JavaScript, 

server-side scripting, application server, cloud 

F. Taiani 15 
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Surfing the Web 
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mymachine.lancs.ac.uk 

www.bbc.co.uk 

(IP Address: 212.58.224.89) 

GET /music/pop/ 

Mozilla 

MS IE 

Firefox 

<!DOCTYPE HTML ...> 

<html><head> 

<title> 
BBC - Music - Pop 

</title> 

[... etc. ...] 

Apache 

Surfing the Web 
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Notes on Web Surfing 

  No direct “wire” from “mymachine” to the BBC server 

 series of intermediaries: hubs, routers 

 Transmitting the information done by networking stack 

  In “GET /music/pop/”, GET = http protocol 

 Client and server need to agree on a protocol to interact 

  “www.bbc.co.uk” is a symbolic name 

 It can’t be used directly by the network (TCP/IP) 

 It needs to be mapped to an “IP Address” to be usable  

 This is performed by a distributed naming service: DNS 



The Internet and the Web 

  Are they the same thing?  No… 

  The Internet is a network that interconnects a set 

of computers (“hosts”) 

 'plumbing', hubs, switches, cables 

  The Web is a service provided by computers 

distributed around the world 

 delivery of hyperlinked text documents 



The Internet 

  Is a network of networks and hosts that use 

 Packet switching 

 The Internet Protocol (IP) 
 IP addresses: how we identify computers or hosts 

 IP routing: how we find a path to an Internet to host 

 TCP/IP stack: enables reliable communication 

 Covered in network courses (Part II) 



Circuit Switching 

Packet Switching 

Packet vs Circuit Switching 

  Some analogies… 



Router 

Router 

Router 

Router 

Internet Structure 

  Hosts exchange packets via routers 

  Routers conspire to get packets 

to the destination address  

  IP service is best-effort 



Making the Internet Work 

  Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) layers on top 

of IP and provides a reliable service 

 Hides the best-effort service provided by IP 

 Internet protocols therefore known as TCP/IP 

  The Domain Name Service (DNS) maps names to 

addresses and vice-versa 

 www.comp.lancs.ac.uk  148.88.3.47 

 148.88.3.47  www.comp.lancs.ac.uk 



Linux Networking: Basics 

  networking capabilities: ifconfig 

 will list hardware interfaces (ethernet, wifi, …) 

  for each of interface 

 MAC address ("hardware ID"): used on Local Network 

 IP address 

 other thecnical details (mtu, etc.) 

  discovering who is where (and how "far") 

 ping 

 remember: network signal cannot go faster than light! 

(300,000 km/s, ~ 130 ms min RTT to Australia) 
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Expected Learning Outcomes 

  You should be able to understand the differences 

between the Internet and the web. 

  You should be able to explain the basic workings of  

the IP protocols, and the role of the TCP protocol.  

  You should be able to use and understand the output 

of ifconfig and ping on a Unix-like machine. 

  You should have some idea of the order of magnitude 

of RTTs returned by ping for "close" and "far" 

destinations. 
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Reminder from last week 

  Computer use IP addresses to connect to each other 

  Connections happens through 'interfaces' 

 1 interface = one network device (roughly) 

  Connecting to a remote computer: IP addr + port 

 port like extension number in a company / building 

 some standard ports: 22 ssh, 25 smtp, 80 http, etc. 

  Kernel entity representing a connection = "socket" 
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Listing existing connections 

  nestat 

 all the connections your computer has 

 beware: linux options ≠ Mac OS BSD ones 

 ESTABLISHED: existing connections 

 LISTEN: your computer waiting for incoming "calls" 

 CLOSE_WAIT: connections being torn down 

 note: some connection internal to your computer 

known as "unix" sockets 

 filtering possible based on ip, protocol, state, etc… 
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Example 

  netstat | head with firefox running 

  Use -a to get server sockets (LISTEN) as well 
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Listing existing connections 

  lsof 

 stands for list open files 

 remember everything is a file  including sockets 

 filtering -i : internet sockets (TCP, UDP) 

 filtering -U: unix sockets (internal) 

  Note 

 you only see the files associated with your processes 

 unless acting as root (sudo, su) 

 lsof also indicates which process created the socket 

(good to track network behaviour of an application) 
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lsof example 

  lsof -i (Internet socket only) 

  Notes 

  'ssh', 'http-alt' = symbolic names for port 22 & 8080 

 use -P to get numeric ports directly 
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Observing traffic 

  Known as sniffing 

  Beware: not necessarily legal or ethical 

 with power come responsibilities!! 

 sniffing = all traffic on your LAN 

 generally: don't do it unless a very good reason 

  Command: tcpdump 

 can be specific to one interface: tcpdump -i eth2 

  GUI Tool: Wireshark 

 needs to run as root 

 use gksu wireshark form sudoer account 
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Example 

  Browsing a gmail account with tcpdump on 
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A lot more than TCP 

  lsof / netstat: socket connections (TCP, UDP) 

  But there is a lot more 

 ARP: Address Resolution Protocol 

 DHCP: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

 NBT: Netbios over TCP/UDP 

 NTP: network time propotcol 

F. Taiani 9 

00:03:50.483805 arp who-has ind023000017.lancs.ac.uk tell 148.88.224.1 



What in a machine's name? 

  Reminder: 

 the network (TCP/IP) only uses IP addresses 

 we human prefer symbolic names 

 DNS (the Domain Name Service) does the translation 

  How to use the DNS 

 special API in C and Java (e.g. gethostbyname2 in C) 

 in command line: host is your friend 

  Note: Not all IP addresses have symbolic names 
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Is anybody in charge? 

  IP addresses = registered to regional registries 

 WHOIS protocol to query authority database 

  Accessible through whois command 

 unfortunately does not work in the lab 

 alternative: one of many on-line versions 
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Expected Learning Outcomes 

  You should be able to list the main Unix commands 

that can list open network connections (netstat, lsof), 

and explain their basic workings. 

  You should be able to explain what the effect of 

tcpdump, and the kind of information that can be 

obtained with this command. 

  You should be able to discuss how effect of the host 

and whois command on IP addresses and symbolic 

names. 
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References 

  Program Library HOWTO by David A. Wheeler 

http://tldp.org/HOWTO/Program-Library-HOWTO/ 

  GNU Make Manual (Free Software Foundation) 

http://www.gnu.org/software/make/manual/  
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From Gdb to Building 

  Last week: introduction to gdb 

 debugger not limited to C: jdb, Eclipse Java Debugger 

 same concepts apply: breakpoints, watch, stepping 

  Debugging in the real world 

 programs rarely limited to one file (almost never) 

 programs rarely your own entirely (almost never) 

  Next two weeks (9 and 10) 

 how real programs made of several pieces constructed 

 how this is handled at the system / "assembly" level 

F. Taiani 3 

building 

linking and loading 



Building Programs 

 Flash back: just before Christmas 

F. Taiani 4 http://xkcd.com/838/ 
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Libraries … 

  Encourage reuse 

 just write once functions you reuse a lot 

 reuse them many times 

  Encourage sharing 

 if it's useful to you, it might be to others 

  Encourage team work 

 you work on A, while I work on B 

  Encourage quality 

 it's worth producing high quality libraries: high impact 

  Open up new horizons 

 complex functionalities only an #include away 
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Libraries make the 

world a better place! 
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Or do they? 

  Libraries come with licensing conditions 

 fees, royalties 

 conditions over derived work (GPL, LGPL) 

 better to check before you base your business on them! 

  Libraries create dependencies 

 compiling & debugging much more complex 
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Example: Static Libs 

  myLib.h 
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myLib.c 
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myProg.c 
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The Building Process 

F. Taiani 12 

myLib.h 

myLib.c 

myLib.o 

libmyLib.a 

myProg.c 

/tmp/xxx.o 

myProg 

#include #include 

gcc -c 

ar -rs 

note: static library (different for dynamic ones, 

see next week) 

gcc 

ld 

hidden 

-L -l 



On the command line 

  gcc -c myLib.c 

 -c means compile only, no linking (see next week) 

 result is an object file: myLib.o 

 not executable: misses 'link' to required libs (e.g. stdio) 

   ar -rs libmyLib.a myLib.o 

 create a static library file libmyLib.a containing myLib.o 

 simply an archive file ('ar') with an index file (-s) 

 ar -t libmyLib.a lists the content of the archive 

  We now have our static library! 

 can be reused in many projects without recompiling 
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On the command line 

  gcc -L. myProg.c -lmyLib -omyProg 

 gcc compiles myProg.c to trmp object file /tmp/xxx.o 

 then invokes linkers ld  

 ld looks in ./ (-L.) for libmyLib.a or libmyLib.so (dyna) 

 ld links xxx.o with libmyLib.a to create myProg 
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Result 

 We have a bug! 
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Correcting the bug 

  Easy enough: In myLib.c 
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Re-compiling 

  Re-compiling the library 

 gcc -c myLib.c 

 ar rs libmyLib.a myLib.o 

  Running the program 

  ./myProg Hello 

 Does it work? 

 Why? 
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We've just hit a dependency 

  Static library 

 a copy of myLib.o included of myProg executable 

 so myProg needs to be recompiled 

  Static library much less used these days 

 but same problem with if code split into several files 

 most programs are 

  In a very large project 

 rapidly intractable (order of compilation also important!) 

  We need tools 

 enter build automation! 

F. Taiani 18 



Build Automation 

  Automate part (or all) of building process 

 check dependencies 

 download external libs, check version compabilities 

 run regression testing 

 recompile parts that need to (but only these) 

 package executable (.deb, .rpm, .so., .jar) 

 etc. 

  Open source tools 

 make (C, unix), autoconf, automake (GNU) 

 ant, maven (java) 

F. Taiani 19 



make 

  Standard form: 

make [-f makefile] [options] ... [targets]

 e.g. make –f myMakefile.mk all

 -f not needed if "Makefile" exits in directory 

 default target: first target in file 

  Content of a makefile: sequence of target definitions 

 target: depency1 depency2 … 

op(s) to create taget from depencies

  Notes: 

 the leading blank is a [tab] (very important) 

 used file modification time to decide it targets needs to 

be redone 
F. Taiani 20 



make versions 

  Original 1977 

  Since then many versions 

 pmake: on xBSD systems 

 nmake: on Windows 

 GNU make: on Linux, and Mac OS X (X Tools) 

  We'll be using GNU Make 

F. Taiani 21 



Applying Make 

  In a file called Makefile 

F. Taiani 22 



Make in action 

F. Taiani 23 



Making make better 

F. Taiani 24 



Key points 

  Typical software = more than one single big file 

  Software building process 

 putting all the pieces together 

 assembling it into a finished product 

 can rapidly be complex 

  Build automation 

 automates building activities 

 this lecture: handling dependencies (but much more) 

 essential in multi-file, multi-library programs 

F. Taiani 25 



Expected Learning Outcomes 

  You should be able to explain the main steps involved 

in using a static library (reminder from SCC110) 

  You should understand how dependencies arise 

between a program's different parts, and what issues 

they may create. 

  You should be able to explain the motivation behind 

build automation. 

  You should be able to discuss the basic working of 

GNU make, and be able to use GNU make on a 

simple example. 

F. Taiani 26 
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References 

  A tutorial for porting to autoconf & automake 

http://mij.oltrelinux.com/devel/autoconf-automake/  

  Gnu Make Manual 

http://www.gnu.org/software/make/manual/make.html  
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More on (gnu)make 

  Gnu make supports variables 

 e.g. CC:=gcc 

 to then access value of variable: $(CC) 

  Gnu make supports a number of functions to 

 manipulate text: addsuffix, addprefix 

 manipulate files: basename, wildcard, realpath 

  A Gnu function typical syntax: 

 $(function arg1, arg2, …) 

 note similarity with variables, e.g. $(CC) 

F. Taiani 3 



Why is this useful 

  Avoids repetition 

 put all your compiler options in one variable 

  Makes evolution easier 

 like changing the compiler you are using 

  Facilitates automation 

 like automatically changing the name of your executable 

F. Taiani 4 



Example (1) 
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Example (2) 

F. Taiani 6 



Pattern Rules in Gnu Make 

  Consider 

F. Taiani 7 



Pattern Rules (cont) 

  In this example: 

 we don't use a static library any more (no more .a file) 

 our program is simply made of two c files 

 note how we use a function $(wildcard …) 

  This example has a flaw: 

 all source files recompiled every time one is changed 

 waste of CPU resources, in particular if many large files 

F. Taiani 8 



Solution (sort of) 

F. Taiani 9 



What is happening? 

  We are teasing apart compiling from linking 

 compiling happens when -c is used with gcc 

 produced object files: .o (here myProg.o and myLib.o) 

 linking happens with 

gcc -O5 myLib.o myProg.o -omyProg 

  myProg.c or myLib.c changed 

 only changed files get recompiled 

  But there is still a problem 

F. Taiani 10 



Solution (sort of) 

F. Taiani 11 

repetition  bad 



Avoiding Repetitions 

  Enter the Pattern Rule 

%.o : %.c 

 $(CC) $(CCFLAGS) -c $< 

  Means: 

 to make a <something>.o you need <something>.c 

 $< is an automatic variable of gnumake 

 $< matches the source file (first prerequisite) 

F. Taiani 12 



Final version 

F. Taiani 13 

pattern  good 



make in real-life 

  xgalaga 

  wget "http://downloads.sourceforge.net/project/xgalaga/

2.1.1.0/xgalaga-2.1.1.0.tar.gz?r=http%3A%2F

%2Fsourceforge.net%2Fprojects%2Fxgalaga

%2F&ts=1331865850&use_mirror=kent" -O 

xgalaga-2.1.1.0.tar.gz 

  tar -xzf xgalaga-2.1.1.0.tar.gz 

  Notes 

 tar: archive utility for directory 

 -x means extract, -z means using gunzip, -f gives the 

archive file 

F. Taiani 14 



Compiling Xgalaga 

  no makefile! 

  Reason: portability 

 many unix flavours: slightly different APIs, tools 

 e.g. glibc (GNU libc) offers getline(..), not standard 

  Makefile is generated dynamically, on the fly 

 generated by shell script ./configure 

 will test for a number of features on unix distribution 

 will complain if anything is missing (or at least should) 

  Configure script will accept option 

 e.g. to change configuration of compiled program 

 ./configure --help 

F. Taiani 15 



./configure 

  ./configure quite complex 

 not written manually, but generated by "autoconf" 

  autoconf 

 suite of configuration tools from GNU project 

 aim: package software to compile on many OSs 

 not just Unix type, but also architecture 

 idea: test for features, rather than version (too many) 

  Many tools in the autoconf suite 

 autoscan (to know what the local system is like) 

 automake (to create original makefile) 

 autoheader … 

F. Taiani 16 
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Intended Learning Outcome 

At the end of this session you should be able to: 

  Understand the advantages of variable in makefiles 

  Be able to distinguish between the compiling and 

linking steps when using gcc 

  Be able to explain the basic workings and advantages 

of pattern rules in makefiles 

  Be able to discuss the role and motivation for the ./

configure scripts in portable Unix software. 

F. Taiani 18 
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 Linkers and Loaders by John R. Levine, published by

Morgan-Kauffman in Oct. 1999, ISBN 1-55860-496-0

Available for free on the author’s website

http://linker.iecc.com/

 Compiler, Assembler, Linker & Loader: A Brief Story

http://www.tenouk.com/ModuleW.html

 Program Library HOWTO, by David A. Wheeler (2003)

http://tldp.org/HOWTO/Program-Library-HOWTO/



Source code to execution?

 Obviously some machine code needed at some point

But machine code not enough

C
?



Steps of Executable Creation

 Preprocessing

macros, include directives, (#xxxx statements)

ouput: “pure” C code

 Compilation

 transform C into actual assembler source code

not machine code: still human readable

dependent on machine architecture (!), x86, ARM, …

 Assembly

 creates actual machine code, stored in object file

 Linking

 combining several object files together
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What is in an Object file?

 When program compiled in several parts:

myProg.c calls a functions in myLib.c

myProg.o needs a jump to code in myLib.o

 In mProg.o: actual address of jump cannot be decided

a) put  on ‘stand-by’ until known

b) but need a way to remember address is not resolved

 c) needs to be resolved to build executable

 a) and b) achieved with symbol table

 c) is the job of the linker! (ld on Linux)



What is in an Object file?

 Main formats (all originated from Unix world):

ELF: Executable and Linking Format (Linux)

COFF: Common Object-File Format (Windows)

Mach-O: Mac OS X (Mach Kernel)

 Object file:

machine code of program (known as “text” section)

data (global constant) (aka “data” section)

how much space for uninitialised data (“bss”)

 symbol tables (where is function x)

 relocation information (what to modify when linking)



Looking at object files

 Option 1: binary or hexadecimal dump of o file

 you need to know your ELF format extemely well

e.g. hexdump myProg.o

 Option 2: use tools!

 to look at symbols: nm (for ‘name list’)

e.g. nm myProg.o

$ nm myProg.o
00000000 T main
         U print_message_with_decoration
$ nm ./myLib.o
         U __printf_chk
00000000 T print_message_with_decoration
         U puts



What nm tells you

 ‘U’ undefined symbol

 the linker will need to find it somewhere

 ‘T’ external text symbol

a function implemented in this object file

available externally (from other o file, or OS)

 ‘t’ internal text symbol

 same as above, but available externally

 ‘D’ external data symbol (‘d’ internal data)

 in initialised data section

 .etc



What nm tells you

 First column: value of symbol

where the symbol is located in the object image

 With -l, --line-numbers: where in code source

 requires -g option, or information not put in object file

 Note on example how

print_message_with_decoration Undefined in myProg.o

print_message_with_decoration defined (T) in myLib.o



What happens to object files?

 Either linked into an executable

 gcc -g myLib.o myProg.o -omyProg

 Or into a library

 static: ar -rs libmyLib.a myLib.o 

dynamic: gcc -shared … -o libmyLib.so.1.0.1 libmyLib.o

note: usually several object files in a library (here 1)

 You can apply nm to all these files!



nm on compiled executable
08049f28 d _DYNAMIC
08049ff4 d _GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_
0804854c R _IO_stdin_used
..
0804a018 A __bss_start
0804a010 D __data_start
..
         U __libc_start_main@@GLIBC_2.0
0804a018 A _edata
0804a020 A _end
0804852c T _fini
08048548 R _fp_hw
080482d4 T _init
08048360 T _start
..
08048448 T main
08048414 T print_message_with_decoration
         U printf@@GLIBC_2.0
         U puts@@GLIBC_2.0

now defined



nm on compiled executable
08049f28 d _DYNAMIC
08049ff4 d _GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_
0804854c R _IO_stdin_used
..
0804a018 A __bss_start
0804a010 D __data_start
..
         U __libc_start_main@@GLIBC_2.0
0804a018 A _edata
0804a020 A _end
0804852c T _fini
08048548 R _fp_hw
080482d4 T _init
08048360 T _start
..
08048448 T main
08048414 T print_message_with_decoration
         U printf@@GLIBC_2.0
         U puts@@GLIBC_2.0

Positions have
changed. No longer
zero



Going deeper

 objdump -d myProg | less

notice how main’s offset passed as parameter to

__libc_start_main@@GLIBC_2.0

notice how main’s code calls

print_message_with_decoration

 Contrast with objdump -d myProg.o | less
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Still some undefined symbols!
08049f28 d _DYNAMIC
08049ff4 d _GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_
0804854c R _IO_stdin_used
..
0804a018 A __bss_start
0804a010 D __data_start
..
         U __libc_start_main@@GLIBC_2.0
0804a018 A _edata
0804a020 A _end
0804852c T _fini
08048548 R _fp_hw
080482d4 T _init
08048360 T _start
..
08048448 T main
08048414 T print_message_with_decoration
         U printf@@GLIBC_2.0
         U puts@@GLIBC_2.0

gcc legwork
before
execution

shared
library calls

more on this on Friday!



Expected learning outcome

 At the end of this session you should:

Be able to explain the main phases of generating an

executable from code

Be able to justify the need for symbol tables in object

files, and explain how they are used by the linker

Know how to view the symbols contained in an object

file, library, or executable

Be able to analyse the addresses present in the

disassembly output of a basic program.
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Preamble: Ubuntu at home 

  Installing VirtualBox + Ubuntu at home 

 download virtubox installer for your OS from 

https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads 

 follow steps to install ubuntu at 

http://www.psychocats.net/ubuntu/virtualbox  

  If you want access to your Windows / local file 

 http://www.sysprobs.com/virtualbox-shared-folders-

ubuntu-1010-guest-windows-7-host  

(similar for other windows versions) 

F. Taiani 2 



References for today 
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  Linkers and Loaders  

 http://linker.iecc.com/  

  Compiler, Assembler, Linker & Loader: A Brief Story 

 http://www.tenouk.com/ModuleW.html  

  Program Library HOWTO, by David A. Wheeler (2003) 

 http://tldp.org/HOWTO/Program-Library-HOWTO/ 

  Linux Commands For Shared Library Management 

 http://www.cyberciti.biz/tips/linux-shared-library-

management.html  

  What is linux-gate.so.1? 

 http://www.trilithium.com/johan/2005/08/linux-gate/  



Why shared libraries? 

  Reminder: static lib 

 an archive of object file 

 a copy included in each executable 

foo libx.a bar libx.a 

Replicated on the hard disk 



Why shared libraries? 

  Reminder: static lib 

 an archive of object file 

 a copy included in each executable 

  Waste of space 

 some libraries in all executable: e.g. libc 

 physical memory often bottleneck 

F. Taiani 5 

foo 

libx.a 

bar 

libx.a 

Replicated in memory 



Shared Libraries 

  Idea: only load once, use many times 

  Supported on all modern OS 

 Linux / Unix: *.so (for shared object) 

 Windows: *.dll (dynamically linked library) 

 Mac OS: *.dylib (for dynamic library 

  Downside 

 more bookkeeping/complexity by OS 

 require HW support (MMU) for efficient implementation 

 often not available on highly constrained systems 

F. Taiani 6 



Shared Libraries: Principle 

  On the hard drive 

F. Taiani 7 

foo libx.so bar 



Shared Libraries: Principle 

  In memory (simplified) 

  Additional complexity 

 each process isolated in memory 

foo cannot see’s bar memory 

 only code (text) of libx shared 

 each process: own libx data section 

 processes use “virtual” memory: 

no access to real physical memory 

 as a result: libx can have different 

“virtual” addresses for each processes 

  All of this handled by OS and MMU 

 in depth treatment in OS module 
F. Taiani 8 
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Example of shared libraries 

  e.g. in /lib: system libraries 

 note how minor versions handled with symbolic links 

allow implementation to change without recompiling 

 other places: /usr/lib, /usr/lib64, /lib64, /usr/local/lib  

F. Taiani 9 



Looking inside a shared library 

  nm -D libncurses.so.5 | less 

F. Taiani 10 



Dyn libraries of executable 

  Can be done with lld command 

 e.g. ldd xgalaga 

F. Taiani 11 

scc150@ubuntu-VirtualBox:~/xgalaga$ ldd xgalaga-2.1.1.0/xgalaga 
 linux-gate.so.1 =>  (0x00905000) 
 libX11.so.6 => /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/libX11.so.6 (0x00110000) 
 libXpm.so.4 => /usr/lib/libXpm.so.4 (0x00246000) 
 libc.so.6 => /lib/i386-linux-gnu/libc.so.6 (0x00257000) 
 libxcb.so.1 => /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/libxcb.so.1 (0x00814000) 
 libdl.so.2 => /lib/i386-linux-gnu/libdl.so.2 (0x0089c000) 
 /lib/ld-linux.so.2 (0x0065f000) 
 libXau.so.6 => /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/libXau.so.6 (0x003d3000) 
 libXdmcp.so.6 => /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/libXdmcp.so.6 (0x0097d000) 



Using dynamic libs 

  During building process at (static) linking phase 

 gcc -c ncurse_example.c 

 gcc ncurse_example.o -lncurses 

F. Taiani 12 



Notes 

  To compile previous program 

 ncurses.h header needed 

 can be obtained with sudo apt-get install libncurses5-dev 

 why: C compiler needed to know signature of methods 

 but headers not installed by default 

  Dev header usually called something-dev 

 e.g. apt-cache search ncurses-dev 

  gcc ncurse_example.o -lncurses 

 this is the linking stage 

 note how ncurses library passed to gcc 

F. Taiani 13 



Looking at the result 

  nm -u a.out  # only undefined symbols 

  ldd a.out 

F. Taiani 14 

         w _Jv_RegisterClasses 
         w __gmon_start__ 
         U __libc_start_main@@GLIBC_2.0 
         U endwin 
         U initscr 
         U printw 
         U wgetch 
         U wrefresh 

 linux-gate.so.1 =>  (0x00b28000) 
 libncurses.so.5 => /lib/libncurses.so.5 (0x00b6d000) 
 libtinfo.so.5 => /lib/libtinfo.so.5 (0x00bce000) 
 libc.so.6 => /lib/i386-linux-gnu/libc.so.6 (0x0094f000) 
 libdl.so.2 => /lib/i386-linux-gnu/libdl.so.2 (0x00c1a000) 
 /lib/ld-linux.so.2 (0x002f5000) 



What happens during 

execution? 
  Executable still contains undefined symbols 

 these must be resolved for executable to work 

 this is the work of the dynamic linker / loader ld-linux.so 

 both a shared lib & an executable 

  When launching a program that uses shared libs 

 find the shared libraries needed by a program 

 prepare the program to run 

 then run it 

F. Taiani 15 



Looking at the result 

  lauch a.out 

  ctr + Z to suspend it 

  pmap -d <PID> to view memory mapping of process 

 alternative cat /proc/PID/maps 

F. Taiani 16 



Result 

F. Taiani 17 



Expected Learning outcome 

  You should be able to explain the difference between 

shared and static libraries, and the benefit of using 

shared library 

  You should be able to use and compile a program that 

relies on a shared library 

  You should be able to understand the role, and be 

able to use in simple case the command line tools ldd, 

nm -D, and pmap 

F. Taiani 18 



Bonus: Exam 

  SCC150 1h, 5 questions, 3 to choose from 

  Each questions: 20 minutes, 100 marks 

 divided in 4 sub-questions: one for each part of module 

  Example for linux 

 Explain what the following command line does:  

 grep "sshd.*Invalid user" secure.log | sed -r 's/.* from 

([0-9.]*)$/\1/g' | sort 

 In your answer, be careful to decompose the line in 

each of its constituent, and explain each argument and 

options of the involved commands. Also give an 

indication of the type of output each individual command 

produces. [25 marks] 

F. Taiani 19 
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